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Selling an intranet redesign
JAN 5, 2009 8:03AM

The choir has been singing for some time. Though most esecutives

haven’t bought into the gospel, they’ve heard the message and are taking

notice: the intranet is a valuable asset.

According to Jane McConnell’s annual Global Intranet Trends 2009

report, c-level executives now participate on the intranet steering

committees of half of the respondent companies in this year’s study.

While it is true that half of the remaining organizations don’t have a

senior executive actively engaged, this finding represents a marked

increase over 2007. In 2007, only one-third of the respondent intranets

had the privledge of a c-level executive on the itnranet steering

committee. 

The truth of the matter is that an intranet manger or consultant’s

number one job is sales – selling the value of the intranet. Most c-level

executives don’t have a clue what the intranet can do for the

organization, and they sure as hell don’t use it themselves. Consider the

findings from last year’s Global Intranet Trends Report finds:

• 40% of respondents say the lack of senior management ownership

(stewardship or championing) of the intranet is a serious obstacle

• 44% of respondents say the intranet is not seen as a priority and is

a “serious obstacle”

In nearly half the organizations, senior management is a “serious

obstacle.” However, the blame is not always the fault of senior

management, who often don’t understand the intranet because they have

bigger concerns. To wit: “Even when the intranet strategy is

documented, which is the case in over 60% of respondents the

precentages drop rapidly regarding senior managemetn signoffs,” states

the report. 

Most organizations, even the above average organizations that

participate in the annual intranet study, don’t have a documented

strategy! No wonder your senior management doesn’t support the

intranet! Executives can be excused for not supporting the intranet in

those organizations where the intranet doesn’t have a stragegy or even a

simple business case in the form of a needs-benefits analysis. In those

cases, senior management is not the obstacle, its the intranet team!! 

Not surprising then that the Global Intranet Trends study has uncovered

that 80% of “stage 3” intranets (the most advanced, valued intranets on

Jane’s 3-point scale) do have a strategy. The link between intranet value

and strategy is becoming clear. Having said that, a strategy unto itself is

not a strategy; the best intranets have strategies and senior management

support. “When documented strategies and steering groups do exist,

they often do not have sufficient involvement from business related

people nor decision-makers in out-lying parts of their organizations,”

concludes Jane. “This is part of the reason that senior managers are not

always sufficiently aware of the intranet.”

The single-edged sword is not enough: a great intranet requires both a

strategy and senior management support. Without senior management

support, you need to find or buy a sales hat. Learn to sell the intranet –

or hire an outside intranet consultant who can (see How to hire an

intranet consultant). Putting on your sales hat, requires:

• Case studies - showcase to executives what a winning intranet looks

like

• Active commitment – use case studies and needs analsysis to

secure an executive champion (or 2)

• Business case – work with your executive champion to determine

the requirements for an effective business case

• Sales presentation – with all of the above, hit the road and sell

every executive that will listen

• Proposal – now you’re ready to send your proposal to funding

committee or executive that will ultimately determine your budget

Unfortunately the executive suite and senior management have proven

that most companies care little for the intranet, and still in fact view it as

a cost center. Unless intranet managers can find their sales hats then

little will change the minds of executives who, by and large, will limit the

investment in the intranet or enterprise portal.
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The above findings and insight from this year’s Global Intranet Trends

2009 report are just a fraction of a percentage of the insight and findings

you need to know. Do yourself a favor and order the Global Intranet

Trends 2009 report – it’s worth it.

To read more about combating complacent executives read Building

sustainable leadership support.

Additionally, you can see both Jane and I present our insights and

findings from our respective studies (mine being the big study on

Intranet 2.0) at this year’s IntraTeam Event on March 3-5, 2009 in

Copenhagen. This will be the top intranet event in Europe this year.

Readers of IntranetBlog.com also get a discount of 15%. Just use price

code: “Prescient15” when you reserve on the IntraTeam website.

ADDITIONAL READING:

Intranet business case

Leading an intranet redesign

Finding Intranet ROI

Read more how intranet experts Prescient Digital Media approach

intranet redesigns:

The Intranet Plan Intranet Blueprint © 2008

The Intranet Portal Blueprint © 2008

Intranet Evaluation

Value and Return on Investment

CMS Blueprint © 2008
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Why do Oracle say ‘per diem’?
DEC 30, 2008 10:30AM

I was prompted to write this post after a comment to my posting ‘why are

intranet applications so difficult to use?‘ by Calluna55 which picked up

that big software vendors must sooner or later start to improve the

usability of their intranet applications.

Oracle are a successful, global, software vendor.  BT uses their products

like their ebusiness suite.  However this product has a strange phrase

‘per diem’ for claiming expenses.

Now, I know this phrase is well known in the US but Oracle are a global

company with many customers outside the US.  Surely an option to

simply change it to the equivalent phrase in another language exists?

NO!  is the answer.  To change a simple phrase ‘per diem’ to one that is

more meaningful either means a very expensive and difficult re-coding of

the heading by an Oracle code expert or changing every phrase to

another language.

I’m sure for other countries like Germany, France, Japan, etc, that is the

obvious option but many people either speak English as their first or

second language.  ‘Per diem’ is not easily understood.

It’s another example where software sold by vendors like Oracle could be

more usable by enabling small changes to be made easier.

The more usable the software is, the cheaper it is to make changes, the

easier it is to upgrade to new versions = more business for the software

vendors.

With a global recession in 2009 isn’t this a simple thing software vendors

could do to help themselves as well as us?
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Intranet 2.0: Transformative
powers & barriers
DEC 23, 2008 11:04PM

Intranet 2.0 tools have become mainstream technologies and are

transforming employee communications, collaboration and

organizational work and knowledge management. According to the

Intranet 2.0 Global Study findings (350 respondent organizations from

across the globe), nearly 50% of the respondents have deployed some

social media or intranet 2.0 tool. Among the adoption findings:

• 46% of organizations have deployed wikis (16% with enterprise

deployments)

• 42% have deployed blogs (12% with enterprise deployments)

• 48% use discussion forums (29% with enterprise deployments)

For those old-school organizations that are on the outside looking in at

intranet 2.0, the biggest barrier is executive support. In other words,

another 40 – 50% of organizations have managers or senior managers

that want to roll out social media on the intranet, but the executive suite

is handcuffing their good intentions. 34% of respondents state that the

biggest barrier to intranet 2.0 is executive support. Many executives are

concerned, scared, or plain apathetic to those Web 2.0 technologies

they’ve seen on the Internet, and cannot mentally bridge the gap to

employees via the intranet.

Related to the lack of executive support is the lack of a business case,

cited by 32% of resondents that don’t have intranet 2.0 tools in use. To

this end, executives need to be sold on the value of intranet 2.0 and want

to see the business case. Intranet managers are having a difficult time

making the business case and even understanding the inherent or

nascent value of social media for employees.

The barrier to implementation and success however is blocking

understanding at all levels of the organization: “Lack of understanding

by both management and staff,” says one survey respondent. Another

cites cultural barriers and the “lack of an open culture.”

Full results of the Intranet 2.0 Global Study will be released in the New

Year, accompanied by recommendations on how to overcome these

barriers and implement these new technologies with success.

About the Intranet 2.0 Global Study: 350 resondent organizations from

across the globe, represented by all continents, with 35% from the

United States, 22% from Europe, 13% from Canada, 12% from Australia /

New Zealand, 11% from the United Kingdom. 60% of the respondent

companies have more than 1,000 employees; 23% have 10,000

employees or more; 15% have less than 100 employees.

FULL RESULTS:

The Intranet 2.0 Global Survey will remain open for the holidays. For

those that would like the full results in the New Year, you will have to

take the 10-minute survey. Take the Intranet 2.0 Global Survey (there’s a

$400 prize for one lucky participant)

JOIN THE 2.0 REVOLUTION:

Join the Intranet Global Forum community on Facebook

Follow my musings and wild adventures on Twitter

(www.twitter.com/tobyward)

HAPPY HOLIDAYS!!!   

INTRANETBLOGS

Intranet Case Study
Compilation updated
DEC 22, 2008 1:00PM

I’ve finally got around to update my compilation of intranet case studies.

You can find them in the main menu here on this blog: Intranet Case

Studies

If you know about other relevant such studies, please leave a comment

with a link to it and I’ll add it to the complilation.   
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14 steps to improve your
applications’ usability
DEC 17, 2008 11:57AM

In my last post ‘5 ways to help you improve intranet applications’ I talked

about some easy steps you can take.  The first step was having some

usability standards to apply to your intranet applications so users have

the best experience.

 

Now, there are plenty of sites and blogs who can give you expert

guidance.  The difference with these standards is they are practical and

have been applied in BT.  They are:

 

1.  Have a style guide so there is consistent, usable, design

2.  Measure cycle time to check speed of doing things

3.  Measure support calls to helpdesks and target a reduction

4.  Examine the systems error logs and see where people are having

problems

5.  Observe real users not survey (or listen to the opinion of senior

stakeholders)

6.  Fix the easy and small things like the labels on buttons and the

headings in forms

7.  Be forgiving.  Allow the back button and provide an undo feature

8.  Make help available where people need it. 

9.  Only have a minimum FAQ section.  Instead try to reduce the

questions people are asking frequently - the FAQ is a ‘things to fix’ list

10. Fix accessibility so everyone can use it

11. Consider the system emails and improve them

12. Forget trying to tell people things for their own good, we all have

banner blindness

13. Be consistent across applications in the style and language.

14. Allow deep linking to specific parts of the system

 

My thanks to Sandy Blair for his help with this post. 

         

INTRANETBLOGS

Learning from the best intranets
DEC 16, 2008 12:00AM

Why reinvent the wheel when you can steal from others? The trouble

with intranets is that its difficult to steal what you cannot see.... enter the

intranet conference. The learnings and examples from case studies from

a single conference can help transform your intranet into the system

your oraganization deserves.

One of the best intranet conferences of the year is in Copenhagen in

March: IntraTeam on March 3-5, 2009. The line-up is star-studded with

lots of big-wig expert speakers and case study presentations. Among the

many highlights attendees will hear about:

• Global intranet trends

• How eBay uses their intranet to connect people

• Enterprise search in Danske Bank

• Topics of your interest in Open Space discussions

• The merits of the intranet versus face-to-face communications

You will gain insight into many intranets:

• BT (British Telecom)

• eBay

• Microsoft

• Danske Bank

• British Airways among the 10 best intranets in 2008 and Intranet

Innovation Gold Award winner 2008

• American Electric Power (among the 10 best intranets in 2007)

International experts:

• Howard McQueen, McQueen Consulting
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• James Robertson, Step Two Designs

• Jane McConnell, NetJMC

• Martin White, Intranet Focus

• Steve Crescenzo, Crescenzo Communications

• Toby Ward, Prescient Digital Media

I’ll be doing a keynote debate with my buddy Jack Goodman from

Thomson Reuters on “The merits of the intranet versus face-to-face

communications.” Not only are we going to have a rousing debate, but

we’re going to have some fun with this...

If you’re going to attend any intranet conference this year in Europe hen

this is the one. Readers of IntranetBlog.com also get a discount of 15%.

Just use price code: “Prescient15” when you reserve on the IntraTeam

website. Actually, that’s on top of an early bird discount before January

10.

Reserve now for IntraTeam 2009 in Copenhagen.

Technorati Profile
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Intranet 2.0 case study: BT
DEC 13, 2008 6:16AM

BT, once known as British Telecom, has 160,000 intranet users in 170

countries. A key driver in its technology strategy is an overarching

corporate goal to be “recognized for innovation and great service...” This

innovation has many forms BT uses a combination of technologies to

help pull together this wide-ranging and disparately located population.

At the heart of this technology, BT’s intranet has become a mission

critical business and communications system.

The BT intranet has been in operation since the 1990s and has enjoyed a

modicum of success. However, the rise of social media at a time it strives

for innovation in a sluggish, if not desperate economic climate has forced

the English-stalwart to embrace intranet 2.0. However, the innovative

embrace wasn’t delivered without executive resistance.

BT’s employee podcast center on the intranet, Podcast Central

Rewind the fibre optic 2-plus years ago and all but a handful at BT had

any understanding, let alone acceptance, of social media. More than a

few eyebrows were raised when it came to management’s attention that

12,000 employees had joined a dedicated Facebook community for BT

employees. While unaware here-to-date of the back-current of

conversation flowing through the popular social media site, executives

were forced to take heed: BT employees were using publicly available

social media to discuss business related issues without the company’s full

knowledge or participation.

Now the Senior manager of Social Media at BT, Richard Dennison was

quick to realize the adoption of social media by employees and the

potential impact on the company. While the first Intranet 2.0 tool

introduced to BT was a wiki on server under someone’s desk (as was the

case at Cisco and many others), Richard was an early champion that

helped ‘sell’ the social media cause despite an over-abundance of caution

and skepticism from management.

“Many believe that trying to stop social media tools seeping onto

intranets is a futile activity anyway, so it is better to introduce them on

your terms in a managed way,” says Richard1. “If you don’t think about

what value you can deliver in an enterprise 2.0 environment, you are

going to become irrelevant!!!”

What followed management’s acceptance and adoption of social media

can safely be called ‘stunning’ with little risk of exaggeration:
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• Wikis have grown at exponential rates to more than 750,000 wiki

pages (the vast majority of which are dedicated to business issues,

adds Richard)

• Thousands of employees are blogging

• Countless executives and managers are podcasting & webcasting

(even vlogging)

• Thousands are connecting on the intranet social networking site,

MyBT

• 500,000 Team Sites have sprung-up using Microsoft SharePoint

and Confluence (a service dubbed BT Collaborate)

BT is quiet about the expense of these tools but Dennison says that most

of the social media tools were built on the cheap internally using open-

source or existing software (SharePoint and Confluence are exceptions).

Of course the business case to move to social media was built on one of

need, rather than ROI, and the value is self-evident. “Using technology to

break down traditional boundaries encourages a culture that reaches out

rather than locks out, and that is something that the Digital Generation

is ideally equipped to do,” adds Richard2, who told me himself on a

recent trip to jboye08 in Denmark that ROI is “overrated.”Despite the

success, many naysayers openly muse about the deleterious affects of

social media on employee productivity. What if, for example, an

employee spends hours on Facebook? My response to this valid concern

is my typical response: “What if they spend hours chatting on the phone?

Or spend their break time snorting elicit drugs in the bathroom?”

While care and planning should not be thrown to the wind, employees

should be judged on results and not the clock. Results aside, Dennison is

quick to quip, “If we can’t trust them then we have to ask ourselves why

we are employing them.2” Touché!

For those with the temerity to pick-up the intranet 2.0 torch and to run

the extra mile required to adopt social media, Richard offers a number of

lessons that should be ignored at your peril1:

• Focus on value not risk!

• Start anywhere … start immediately

• Start small and build slowly – follow the energy of yes through the

network

• We learn what works by doing the work … so …

• …let users try as early as possible – ‘warts and all’ – succeed or fail

quickly … and cheaply!

• Engage legal/HR/security early… and emphasise evolution not

revolution

• Have realistic expectations … the intranet is not the internet!

• Harness the enthusiasm of the enthusiastic … especially if senior

• Sometimes … ‘the only form of transportation is a leap of faith’!

SEE THE BT CASE STUDIES & SCREENSHOTS:

Case Study: BT, digital generation, Career Innovation Group, 2008

BT Web 2.0 adoption case study

Read Richard Dennison’s excellent blog on his work at BT

DON’T MAKE ME CHASE YOU:

At the risk of imitating a broken record... there are many thousands of

you who still haven’t taken the Intranet 2.0 Global Survey. Come on

now–it only takes 10 minutes! This is the way it works: I give you free

advice and case studies, you take the survey... !! PLUS – YOU WILL NOT

GET THE FULL RESULTS IF YOU DON’T TAKE THE SURVEY. The

study closes during the holiday, so hop to it!

Take the ntranet 2.0 Global Survey (there’s a $400 prize for one lucky

participant)

JOIN THE 2.0 REVOLUTION:

Join the Intranet Global Forum community on Facebook

Follow my musings and wild adventures on Twitter

(www.twitter.com/tobyward)

If you have a great case study – or horror story – to share than Skype

me: toby_ward

1 RichardDennison.Wordpress.com, Richard Dennison, Senior

Manager, Social Media, BT

2  Case Study: BT, digital generation, Career Innovation Group, 2008
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5 ways to help you improve
intranet applications
DEC 10, 2008 5:12PM

In my last two postings I have touched on the problems I find intranet

users have with usability of applications they have to use.  I covered in

‘Why are intranet applications so difficult to use?’ the common problems

users have to overcome.  I then suggested in ‘Why doesn’t vanilla =

usable with intranet applications?’ how software vendors could prevent

these problems.

Here are some easy steps to help you with these problems.

1. Publish a set of usability standards you want all application owners

to follow.

2. Have an agreed owner of the usability standards who has

credibility and can help application owners.

3. Get the buy in from key people across the business to accept the

standards and improve their applications’ usability.

4. Make sure your standards are embedded into your procurement

and development processes to prevent the problems getting worse.

5. Review intranet applications at least one a year with the owner

against your usability standards.

BT has managed to do all 5 steps.  The user experience with our intranet

applications is slowly improving - slowly because of the difficulties

getting software vendors to get involved.

In my next post I’ll cover what our usability standards for intranet

applications are.  Let me know if there is other help I can give…………..or

you can help me with.
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Can the intranet help mitigate
knowledge loss?
DEC 10, 2008 3:32AM

In working with a large 5000+ employee utility client recently, I learned

that 30% of its staff was eligible to retire in the next 5 years, 56% eligible

in the next 8 years. This staff turnover is apparently not unusual in

certain sectors. Estimates for the oil and gas sector referenced ...    

INTRANETBLOGS

How to talk to different
generational workers
DEC 9, 2008 1:04AM

By now you’re well versed with the concept of social media and its power.

So powerful in fact are some forms, such as social networking on

Facebook, that some employees are demanding newer forms of ‘social

media’ communications from the corporation.

 

“Communicating is a tough gig,” says Prescient Digital Media’s Catherine

Elder. “Once you’ve nailed down to what you want to say you need to

consider how you’re going to say it. “Different generations prefer

different methods of communication, for Millennials instant messaging

and social networking sites are the norm but Baby Boomers are less

comfortable with text messaging and traditionalist prefer face to face...”

 

Consider for a moment the powerful Telindus study of 1,000 European

employees that should serve as a warning to all employers and

communicators:

• 39% of 18 to 24 year-old employees would consider leaving itheir

employer if they were not allowed to access sites like Facebook and

YouTube

• A further 21% indicated that they would feel ‘annoyed’ by such a

ban

• The problem is less acute with 25 to 65 year-olds, of whom just 16%

would consider leaving and 13% would be annoyed

I’ve yet to see a similar study in North America, but nearly every single

18-34 year-old in Canada is a registered Facebook user – nearly 10

million people! My estimated guess is that North American employees

will be more demanding of an organization’s use of social media. In fact,

we’re seeing it in most of the client organizations we’re presently

working with at Prescient Digital Media.
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So how do you engage a 25 year-old and a 60 year-old in the same

organization with mass communications vehicles? Read more from

Prescient’s Catherine Elder’s analysis in Online Communications

Considerations >>

The Intranet 2.0 Global Survey of social media tools and vehicles on the

intranet reveals that about 90% of organizations (of all sizes) are using

social media or are planning to do so (320 respondent organizations

from all across the planet, with an average size of a couple of thousand

employees, but including organization of fewer than 100 employees and

a few with more than 50,000). Enterprise-wide use of these tools are

typically around 20% (though higher for wikis and instant messaging,

lower for podcasting and social networking). The chief barrier to

implementing these social media tools on the intranet is lack of executive

support and a lack of a business case.

 

For the full results of this study, you have to take the survey (which is

open for two more weeks). If you haven’t already done so, please take 10

minutes to take the Intranet 2.0 Global Survey and you’ll get a copy of

the full results including the good, bad and learned lessons. Please also

direct clients and fellow colleagues. The more participation we get, the

better the results and findings that I share all with you. It doesn’t cost

anything, and I’m not charging anything.

PLEASE TAKE THE SURVEY EVEN IF YOU DO NOT HAVE

INTRANET 2.0 TOOLS — WE REQUIRE BOTH PERSPECTIVES!!

Respondents who complete the survey will be eligible to win $400 (a

random email address will be drawn from all responses to the survey).

All respondents will also receive a full copy of the results at no cost.

 

TAKE THE SURVEY:

http://www.zoomerang.com/Survey/survey.zgi?p=WEB227RVUZZBRC

BOOKMARK THIS:

 Digg this   

Del.icio.us 

Facebook    

INTRANETBLOGS

Why doesn’t vanilla = usable
with intranet applications?
DEC 4, 2008 2:36PM

Thanks to everyone who read or made a comment on my last posting

‘Why are intranet applications so difficult to use?’.  I now realise I’m not

alone!

So, we know we have a problem.  As Steve Ellwood pointed out, we must

have missed the training to use Amazon.  And that’s exactly the point. 

We don’t need training to use internet applications so why should we

have to to use intranet applications?

When will software vendors realise that customers are reluctant to keep

paying for upgrades to the version they use because of the huge amount

of time, effort and money customising ( making it more usable really) the

version bought to get it to do what the customer needs it to?

As customers of software vendors we want to buy an application that

comes out of the box and does what we expect it to do.  This is what I

know as ‘vanilla’ applications - no customisation needed.

If a vanilla application was usable then there would be no need for any

customisation.  Even if it meant a little amount was needed that took

little time and effort that would still be acceptable.

We will be far more willing to pay for upgrades because we had saved on

not having to customise it.  Software vendors wouldn’t have to spend so

much effort trying to persuade us to upgrade either.

All it needs is one major software vendor to break ranks and change their

approach by involving real business users in their new upgrade and they

could gain a huge competitive advantage by saying vanilla = usable with

their applications.

After momentary disbelief by customers I think there could be a

stampede to that software vendor!

Vanilla = usable applications.  A ‘win win’ for vendors and customers?
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INTRANETBLOGS

Webinar Repeat: Intranet 2.0 in
10 Not-So-Easy Steps
DEC 4, 2008 1:10AM

We maxed out the capacity of our webinar today, so we’re doing a repeat!

In this 45-minute webinar, learn about the 10 not-so-easy steps to

convert an impossibly complex, seldom-used corporate intranet into

Intranet 2.0: a simple, social intranet that helps employees collaborate,

share ideas and find information. Join us for ...    

INTRANETBLOGS

7 steps to the ultimate idea-
sharing system
DEC 3, 2008 4:10AM

Bob Buckman, chairman of Buckman Laboratories, wrote his ideas for

the ultimate idea-sharing system back in the 80s—before the web

existed. His seven points, as I read in If Only We Knew What We Know,

describe the perfect intranet: 1. One transfer step in the transmission of

ideas between individuals, to avoid ...    

INTRANETBLOGS

Motrin suffers Web 2.0
headache
DEC 1, 2008 11:31PM

The Motrin Moms crisis sparked by a controversial Motrin ad on their

website has provided some interesting lessons on how companies must

learn to adapt. In short, Motrin ran an ad that summarized said, “Take

Motrin if you wear your baby in a sling or carrier.”

 

(Disclaimer: I don’t support the ad or Motrin’s position, nor am I

opposed to it, I’m merely commenting on the influence and power of

social media. My wife is not offended either and both of us have carried

our daughters in slings).

 

A number of mothers were highly offended and started a firestorm on

Twitter and on the blogosphere. The protest erupted and began to garner

media coverage. Motrin eventually pulled the ad – then they took down

the entire website! In summary, a bunch of very vocal mothers on

Twitter and blogs forced Motrin to its knees within 3 days. Motrin

apologized:

 

So…it’s been almost 4 days since I apologized here for our Motrin

advertising. What an unbelievable 4 days it’s been. Believe me when I say

we’ve been taking our own headache medicine here lately!

 

Btw - if you’re confused by this - we removed our Motrin ad campaign

from the marketplace on Sunday because we realized through your

feedback that we had missed the mark and insulted many moms. We

didn’t mean to…but we did. We’ve been able to get most of the ads out of

circulation, but those in magazines will, unfortunately, be out there for a

while.

 

We are listening to you, and we know that’s the best place to start as we

move ahead. More to come on that.

 

In the end, we have been reminded of age-old lessons that are tried and

true:

          When you make a mistake - own up to it, and say you’re sorry.

          Learn from that mistake.

 

That’s all... for now.

Sincerely,

Kathy Widmer

VP Marketing

McNeil Consumer Healthcare

 

I personally think that the whole case is overblown – which the Web can

easily do – but there was damage, and Motrin has had to face the music.

Motrin apologized, which is sufficient for me, but not enough for others.

 

Josh Bernoff, co-writer of Groundswell, offers the following advice (see

The groundswell gives Motrin a headache):
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• You need a community about your brand — private or public — so

you can test how these things will play. This is essential market

research.

• You need a Twitter account and/or a blog to be able to respond

quickly when these things happen. They do happen. They could

and will happen to you. (They have certainly happened to me, and

it’s a good thing I had a place to respond.) Otherwise you have no

voice.

• Viral has two sides. Never forget that.

• Immunize your marketing and brand staff by educating them.

Show them what happened here, and ask them, “Does this scare

you? Do you see the power of this stuff?” Then invest $20 and buy

them a copy of Groundswell or Secrets of Social Media Marketing

to help them get a clue, and use this incident to get them started.

 

David Armano at Logic & Emotion also offers additional advice:

 

• Design Your Website For Rapid Response - If your site has to be

taken down in order to respond to a crisis, re-design it so that it

can be updated quickly and easily without having to throw your

organization and agencies into a panic. Worry about your response

strategy, not the design of your site.

• Think Like A Blogger, Tweeter, Community & Citizen Journalist -

Look at how quickly the mommy community organized and

produced an authentic video. It’s because they don’t have legal

guidelines holding them back. You probably do—but of you can

figure a way around them, you can fight authenticity with

authenticity, which looks less like a fight and more like a

conversation anyway.

• Have A Google Strategy In Place - Aside from perhaps smoothing

things over with the offended, the real incentive for any

organization to engage in situations like this is to influence the

search results and digital trail so that your organization presents

well on them. The best way to do this is to have people saying good

things about you which means you have to give them something

good to say and can’t force it. The end goal needs to be helping

people. The ROI will be a much more positive long tail.

 

My advice: when marketing a product or service, its best to stay away

from religion, and babies. And really, why the hell don’t you have a

Twitter account yet?

 

Now does anyone think the Dr. Pepper campaign regarding Guns N’

Roses and their new album was a smart move? I think it was brilliant…

up until their site crashed and people couldn’t redeem their coupons…

BOOKMARK THIS:

 Digg this   

Del.icio.us 

Facebook    

INTRANETBLOGS

Web 2.0 / Intranet 2.0 gaining
traction
NOV 28, 2008 10:13PM

According to Forrester, social networking tools and internal wikis will

have the greatest impact on workplace collaboration (see Forrester

Projects Which Enterprise Web 2.0 Collaboration Technologies Will

Grow, Which Will Decline). Technologies such as forums and RSS have a

future in the enterprise but are currently underused, while podcasts have

a limited future as an enterprise tool to increase productivity and

enhance collaboration.

The study is the latest in the TechRadar series, Forrester’s research

methodology used to predict the success of a set of related technologies

over the next decade. The enterprise Web 2.0 analysis provides insight

for two roles: Information & Knowledge Management professionals and

Vendor Strategy professionals.

“Web 2.0 collaboration technologies solve problems that enterprises

have today, but most companies have not used these tools anywhere near

their potential” said Gil Yehuda, senior analyst, Forrester Research.

“This new research illustrates to enterprise users where the smart money

is invested and where to place their strategic bets. In the current

economic climate, Forrester believes collaboration tools can save

enterprises operation costs by getting people and processes together

quickly and efficiently”

“While so much of the buzz around Web 2.0 has focused on the business-

to-consumer market, the greatest opportunity today for vendors is in the

business-to-business collaboration space” said Oliver Young, analyst,

Forrester Research. “Some Web 2.0 collaboration technologies have
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shown a faster-than-normal life cycle, so it is critical for vendors to take

stock of the enterprise tools that have the greatest long-term potential

and invest wisely in those technologies”

Forrester previously estimated the enterprise Web 2.0 collaboration

market will hit $1.8 billion by 2013. The enterprise Web 2.0 TechRadar

study is based upon an analysis of previous research and interviews with

industry experts, vendors responsible for building or implementing these

technologies, and enterprise customers and users.

Forrester predicts the following Web 2.0 collaboration technologies will

continue to experience growth:

·    Social networks (cultural resistance exists, but Forrester believes this

will eventually break)

·    Wikis (users report success with Wiki endeavors, particularly when

sponsored by business leaders)

·    Blogging (social networks will breathe new life into internal blogs by

providing more context to blogged content, but Forrester found that

blogging alone does not capture the audience’s attention)

·    RSS (underappreciated in the enterprise)

The following Web 2.0 technologies have large and resilient ecosystems,

according to Forrester, and can last for several years or even decades, but

over time, the markets will become highly consolidated, customer

numbers will flatten, and revenues will level off or decline:

·          Podcasting is on the decline. Users tell Forrester that podcasts in

the context of enterprise productivity and collaboration are neither very

engaging nor immersive, and the vendor landscape is shrinking.

·           Forums are underused. While forums will continue on as a

fundamental enabling technology for collaboration, the marketplace is

flat, and forums will become part of larger community-focused packages.

 

View the full report Enterprise Web 2.0” and “Forrester TechRadar™

For Vendor Strategists: Enterprise Web 2.0” are currently available to

Forrester RoleView™ clients and can be purchased directly at

forrester.com.

 

Bill Ives agrees with most of the reports findings, but believes mashups

should be listed with the social networking and wikis as “significant”

successful technologies:

 

“In my discussions with vendors, mashups are being increasingly used as

the application development platform underlying many tools,” says Ives

in his post More from Forrester on the Future of Enterprise 2.0

Technologies. “So it is both getting harder to separate them and they are

becoming more pervasive. I think social bookmarks provide a useful

utility that is getting integrated into other tools.”

 

However, Bill cautions organizations who look at all or any of these tools

as a stand-alone technology working in isolation.

 

“I see an increasing movement among vendors to provide integrated

platforms that make use of a number of these tools. Even a very

focus(ed) tool like Connectbeam combines social networking with social

bookmarking and integrates it with search. Broader platforms like

Traction make use of blogs, wikis, forums, and, most recently

microblogging. Deki Wiki and Central Desktop combine many of these

tools with a wiki platform under the covers.”

 

My study on Intranet 2.0 reveals similar findings about the adoption rate

and usefulness of these technologies – and why some companies aren’t

bothering to adopt them. If you want a full copy of the findings, you must

complete the survey– even if you don’t have Web 2.0 / Intranet 2.0 tools

your feedback is invaluable. To that end, make sure you please take 10

minutes to take the Intranet 2.0 Global Survey and you’ll get a copy of

the full results including the good, bad and learned lessons.
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INTRANETBLOGS

Webinar: Intranet 2.0 in 10
Not-So-Easy Steps
NOV 28, 2008 10:10PM

In this 45-minute webinar, learn about the 10 not-so-easy steps to

convert an impossibly complex, seldom-used corporate intranet into

Intranet 2.0: a simple, social intranet that helps employees collaborate,

share ideas and find information. Join us for the same informative,

entertaining presentation we delivered at Enterprise 2.0 in Boston and ...

   

INTRANETBLOGS

Why are intranet applications so
difficult to use?
NOV 28, 2008 3:34PM

Firstly let me make it clear I am referring only to intranet applications

BT has bought from software vendors not any applications that BT has

developed for our intranet.

When I use an application on the internet such as Google or Amazon to

do something or even the BBC site for iPlayer it is always available, easy

to use, no training needed, and it does what it claims to do.  If it didn’t

the sites wouldn’t exist.

However when I use an intranet application that BT has bought

from software vendors, like Oracle, etc, they are not easy to use, need

training to use and fall short of the claims they make on how usable they

are.

I’m not sure if the software vendors carry out any or enough user

testing.  If they do, then maybe they are asking the wrong people.  I

wonder if it is technical advice they seek on their applications rather than

the user experience?  If not, well………………why not is the obvious

question?

It can be very difficult to use intranet applications that have:

• misleading headings that take you to pages you didn’t expect to

find

• functions placed in strange parts of the screen

• headings that have strange names (what does ‘per diem’ mean?)

I expect the same experience from an intranet application as I would

from an internet application and not have to spend money customising it

to meet the basic levels of usability I need to avoid huge (normally

hidden sadly) productivity costs.

Am I in a minority of 1 or am I voicing what the silent majority of users

think and suffer each day?  Only you can decide!

         

INTRANETBLOGS

It’s the user, stupid!
NOV 21, 2008 2:50PM

I’ve adapted the campaign slogan from Bill Clinton’s 1992 presidential

campaign of “It’s the economy, stupid” so it applies to intranets.

I recently presented ‘Exploiting user testing - getting users to answer the

difficult questions’ at an Ark Group conference in London.

The underlying point I wanted to make was that BT has always put the

needs of the user at centre stage with its intranet strategy and plans. 

While BT’s strategy, culture, organisation and key stakeholders have

played big parts in the success of our intranet, having intranet ownership

in Communications and focusing on the business and user needs rather

than the technology has been pivotal in making BT’s intranet the

business critical system that 85% of users are satisfied or very satisfied

with.  I’m working on the other 15% as I write this! 

 And now for something completely different.  I found this funny.  Is it

just my strange sense of humour or do you too?

Do not walk behind me for I may not lead.  Do not walk ahead of me for I

may not follow.  Do not walk beside me for the the path is narrow.  In

fact just shove off and leave me alone!
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The evolution of employee
communications
NOV 21, 2008 1:10AM

Once a necessary evil, or completely ignored all together, employee

communications is becoming a vital discipline and corporate function at

leading organizations.

 

“I used to say often that we were in the back room instead of the board

room,” says Insidedge President Keith Burton, in a video interview with

PRWeek about the future of employee communications.

 

“10 years ago in employee communications I found that we were moving

away from the classic, traditional forms of employee communications…

and to this new age that we’re in: moving away from regional and

cultural change into an age of new commitment,” adds Keith. “And that

new age of commitment means we have to use listening tools better, we

have to use the technology we have today better than we have ever in the

past. And that includes intranet technologies, as well as other forms of

digital and social media.”

 

The need for better “listening” and communications could not be more

starkly highlighted in the Watson Wyatt Communication ROI Study™. 

Among the findings, those companies that invest in employee

communications realize greater profits:

• Companies that communicate effectively have a 19.4 percent higher

market premium than companies that do not.

• Shareholder returns for organizations with the most effective

communication were over 57 percent higher over the last five years

(2000-2004) than were returns for firms with less effective

communication.

• Communication effectiveness is a leading indicator of financial

performance.

 

In becoming effective employee communications cultures, technology

including the intranet and social media are becoming critical delivery

and participation channels.

 

“I believe today that with the focus on authenticity, with the focus on

new ways of delivering communications… and social media… our world

is dramatically changing,” says Burton. “We have employees today, as an

example, who are receiving information both in the media as well as

inside the organization that influences their working different parts of

the world.”

 

As for the future, story-telling models and social media (Web 2.0 /

Intranet 2.0) might provide a sneak preview to the changes ahead  in an

increasingly important field.

 

“I think the next 10-years will be dramatically different,” says Burton,

who leads arguably the world’s top agency dedicated to employee

communications in Chicago-based Insidedge. “I think we’ll see more

focus around a grass-roots, bottom-up form of employee

communications… rather than the hierarchal communication. I think it

will be populated more by the story-telling model models that we seen in

companies like Dow Chemical. We’ll see organizations that have to

bridge cultures better… in creating a singularity in culture where

employee communications is a very, very vital part of that world.”

 

RELATED READING:

Employee satisfaction doesn’t matter, study says

Tuning in the right employee communication channel
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Barack Obama’s Web 2.0 to-do
list
NOV 19, 2008 2:38PM

Here’s my (Toby Ward’s) “Web to-do list” for President-elect Obama:

1-     Facebook friend invite Dick Cheney

2-     Horrified by his friends list, “remove” Dick Cheney from friends

3-     Redesign the country-western motif of the White House Intranet

4-     Mapquest “Taco Bell” with directions from 1600 Pennsylvania

5-     Do YouTube video serenade with Hank Williams Jr (see Toby’s

video w Palin)

6-     Google “pest removal rednecks”

7-     Remove Flickr slideshows of me and Kid Rock by the lake “smoking

funny things”

8-     Post flattering average-Joe (the plummer) pictures and comments

of the White House on TripAdvisor.com

9-     Pre-order Barney and Miss Beazley tell-all biography on

Amazon.com

10- Hire Dick Morris as guest blogger for new White House blog “What

Keeps Me Up at Night” (hehe, you politicos will get that one)

ALSO READ:

Web 2.0 Blueprint
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Free (as in beer) Sharepoint
content management
NOV 18, 2008 9:53PM

Most firms I talk to are cutting project budgets.  This is especially so

when it comes to software spending.  As a consequence firms dedicated

to Sharepoint will find themselves facing a dilema over cost.

Sharepoint comes in two flavours: WSS (fat-free frozen yogurt) and

MOSS (death by chocolate with sprinkles).  The difference between the

two is in features and in cost.  WSS is packaged as part of the Windows

Server license and requires no additional licence fees.  You can be 99%

certain your firm will already have Windows Servers available.

MOSS is jam-packed full of features like content-management, however,

MOSS comes at a cost per server AND per user.  To get an idea of what it

would cost (retail) I’ve prepared a table below

Users Cost    500  $84,500    1,000  $169,000    1,500  $253,500   

2,000  $338,000    2,500  $422,500    3,000  $507,000    3,500 

$591,500    4,000  $676,000    4,500  $760,500    5,000  $845,000

That doesn’t include the cost per server ($5,000), where the number of

servers required for your firm is difficult to guess without knowing

specific requirements. Regardless, that’s a steep price for content

management (Intranet Functionality), when there are a number of

competiting products which cost much less.

The wrinkle for law firms is that many IT departments have a long-term

commitment to Microsoft’s various platforms (Office productivity, email,

security, etc).  With Sharepoint as Microsoft’s web platform, firms are

stuck with between spending the money and moving forward with their

platform of choice. WSS is simply not sufficient for Sharepoint-based

Intranets as it’s focus is entirely on sharing documents and managing

lists online.

With this in mind, I can happily share with you an Open-Source tool

called CompleteSharepoint which delivers content-management

functionality within a WSS environment. Don’t let naysayers scare you

about open-source software; effective Sharepoint developers rely on a

variety of open-source tools to extend Sharepoint.  If they’re not, they’re

wasting your money.  Of course, you don’t get all of the feature MOSS

gives you, but its content management is certainly one of the most useful

features for law firms.

Just something to keep in mind if your firm has adopted Sharepoint but

tightened the purse strings.
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Presentation: Capturing
knowledge from Social Software
NOV 18, 2008 9:07PM

Last week I presented on “Extracting and capturing knowledge found in

social software tools” at the Knowledge Capture and Retention in Law

Firms conference. Below are the slides I used.

You can download a copy of the slides on SlideShare.net or access the

slides of the other speakers from Ark’s website.

Synopsis

My presentation covered four areas

• how firms are using web2.0

• how to extract structured data from web2.0 tools

• quality control

• indexing, archiving and distributing the information

Law firms are using web.20 tools, but the specific types and purposes

vary. Blogs, wikis, rss, tagging and social networking tools are all in use.

I referenced a number of examples of how law firms are using social

software. If you care to read the original case studies you can access the

links below:

• Dewey & Leboeuf are using wikis, blogs, RSS & social bookmarking

- link

• The Rosen Law Firm are using wikis for hosting reports, profile

pages, communications - link

• Goodwin Proctor are using wikis to manage projects, and client &

legal knowledge - link

• Dykema are using RSS for communication and information

distribution - link

• Magic circle firms are targeting team wikis, practice wikis and

“Pedias” - link link link

• AM Law 200 firms using blogs - link

With respect to extracting knowledge from web2.0 tools, the most

important thing to remember is “garbage in - garbage out”. You need the

participation of many, while recognising lawyers are unlikely to

contribute willingly and that form-filling and wiki-markup is too

difficult. I propose that in order to extract knowledge, systems need to be

simple and that you need to avail yourself of:

• Tagging / categories

• Favourites

• Social ratings

• Usage stats

• Enrichment

• Data analysis

• Social platforms

In terms of quality control, you need to monitor content, use “track

changes” functionality, and watch usage. You also need to visibly

differentiate high-quality content (PSL or Partner approved), and make

sure that the names of contributors are highly visible.

When it comes to indexing and archiving, the focus for any firm should

be high-value / low volume content. Firm’s will never have sufficient

resource to index everything, and, much as it may pain them to do so,

firm’s will have to prioritise. In order to do so, usage stats are quite

helpful in determining what content people find useful. Just as

importantly, firms need a process to retire knowledge to avoid poluting

their search engines and intranets with irrelevant content.

Finally, I talked about distribution, leveraging a full range channels,

including:

• email

• phone

• rss

• newsletters

• meetings

In putting the presentation together I accessed a number of websites,

some relevent, some not. For my convenience I used Delicious to keep

track of them. You might have a look if you’re interested in learning

more.   
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Barack Obama’s to-do list
NOV 17, 2008 11:12PM

U.S. President-elect Barack Obama’s to-do list (from Gerry Flahive, The

Globe and Mail (Canada):

 

1.  Buy puppy.

 

2.  Return You Don’t Mess with the Zohan DVD to video store; ask for

refund as it kept skipping on special features.

 

3.  Fix global economy.

 

4.  Win war in Afghanistan.

 

5.  Choose puppy name from short list: Carbon Neutral, Alexis de

Tocqueville or Mr. Giggles?

 

6  Buy chew toy for puppy (or several?  How fast do they go through

these

things?)

 

7.  Renew our historically strong ties with the Dominion of Canada,

asserting America‘s respect for its cultural and political independence,

and ever-so-delicately renegotiating only several small clauses in the

North American free-trade agreement, all the while assuring the

Canadians of our sincere goal of improving trade without harming that

nation’s vital potash industry. (Canadians will laugh hysterically to this…

the others will scratch their heads. It’s a cultural thing).

 

8.  Train puppy.

 

9.  Find out if suede is considered “presidential.”

 

10.  Send change-of-address form to post office.

 

11.  Return the $150,000 worth of Nike basketball shoes to the

Democratic National Committee.

 

12.  Change status on Face-book to “is now president-elect.”

 

13.  Wean self slowly off Grecian Formula.

 

14.  Buy more Purell Instant Hand Sanitizer.

 

15.     Start work on inaugural address; appropriate to mention puppy?

 

It goes down the list to 44 items but rapidly becomes less amusing...

Here’s my (Toby Ward’s) “Web to-do list” for President-elect Obama:

 

1-     Facebook friend invite Dick Cheney

 

2-     Horrified by his friends list, “remove” Dick Cheney from friends

 

3-     Redesign the country-western motif of the White House Intranet

 

4-     Mapquest “Taco Bell” with directions from 1600 Pennsylvania

 

5-     Do YouTube video serenade with Hank Williams Jr (see Toby’s

video w Palin)
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6-     Google “pest removal rednecks”

 

7-     Remove Flickr slideshows of me and Kid Rock by the lake “smoking

funny things”

 

8-     Post flattering average-Joe (the plummer) pictures and comments

of the White House on TripAdvisor.com

 

9-     Pre-order Barney and Miss Beazley tell-all biography on

Amazon.com

 

10- Hire Dick Morris as guest blogger for new White House blog “What

Keeps Me Up at Night” (hehe, you politicos will get that one)
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More than just Cornflakes: the
Kellogg’s Intranet
NOV 17, 2008 4:43PM

When I first saw the Kellogg’s Intranet at IBF 24 in June it struck me as

an example of an Intranet that makes very good use of the brand and

company it represents.

The Kellogg’s Intranet was also featured in a live tour in the first episode

of Intranets Live a couple of weeks ago. Since June it has undergone a

relaunch and looks even better, now. The recording of this tour is

available as a teaser:

A live intranet tour by Kellogg’s followed by phone-in Q&A (.wmv 6.43

MB)

The second episode of Intranets Live is coming up on December 2nd

with a focus on SharePoint (MOSS 2007) and the “Christmas Intranet”

(featuring a live tour with Imogen Levy who is the Intranet Manager at

Westminster Abbey). Free guest passes are available.

Links:

• More tasters from Episode 1 (scroll down to “A taste of Intranets

Live”)

• Programme of Episode 2

• Register for a Guest Pass   
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